
Table Top
Gaming Schedule
Find us in 3501 - Great Hall!

TABLE TOP FREE PLAY ALL WEEKEND!
Schedule updated multiple times daily!
Come back to see what’s new.

FRIDAY
● ALL DAY

Kabuto Sumo
A fun choice and different take on dexterity based board games.

Planet
Tile drafting game that adds more tangibility.

Dungeon Mayhem
Very quick and easy to play card battling game. Includes all of the expansions.

Flamecraft
A very charming worker placement that rewards players for giving over competitive
take-that mechanics.

Cartographers
Makes for a good flip-and-write game.

Shadowrun RPG Demo: Fast Food Fight
Local business owner George Hampton stopped paying his protection money to the
Mafia and now he has to face the music: his daughter's been kidnapped as collateral
and he needs your help getting her back. Can the runners help out a business owner
down on his luck? A simple adventure developed to give players a sense for how the
game plays. Pre-gens provided. Beginner and experienced players are welcome.
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Adjustments made to the scenario as experience level dictates.
Note: If participants have already played this scenario we could swap in another.

Strategy Games with Bob!
● Table 1: Empire Builder or Eurorails.
● Table 2: Ticket to Ride.
● Table 3: Players choice

Outland Games Playtesting - Scourge of the High Seas
Description TBD

Crimania Games Playtesting - 13th Street Crew
It is a game about a team of untrustworthy low- level criminals that have to work together
to advance in the organization, but there may be an informant in their midst.
semi-cooperative, social deduction game

Crimania Games Playtesting -The Associates
A game about young lawyers at a law firm trying to navigate the demands of the senior
partners and billing the most billable hours while trying to avoid being fired.
push your luck, resource management, and a touch of "take that"

● 1:00 PM - 3:00 PM
Bridge of Death Trivia with Tim!
Test your knowledge and attempt to cross the Bridge of Death!!

● 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
World Of Warcraft: Wrath of the Lich King
A pandemic system game

● 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Bridge of Death Trivia with Tim!
Test your knowledge and attempt to cross Bridge of Death!!

SATURDAY
● ALL DAY

Crimania Games Playtesting - 13th Street Crew
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It is a game about a team of untrustworthy low- level criminals that have to work together
to advance in the organization, but there may be an informant in their midst.
semi-cooperative, social deduction game

Crimania Games Playtesting -The Associates
A game about young lawyers at a law firm trying to navigate the demands of the senior
partners and billing the most billable hours while trying to avoid being fired.
push your luck, resource management, and a touch of "take that"

Outland Games Playtesting - Scourge of the High Seas
Description TBD

Strategy Games with Bob!
● Table 1: Empire Builder or Eurorails.
● Table 2: Ticket to Ride.
● Table 3: Players choice

● 10:00 AM
Shadowrun RPG Demo Fast Food Fight
Local business owner George Hampton stopped paying his protection money to the
Mafia and now he has to face the music: his daughter's been kidnapped as collateral
and he needs your help getting her back. Can the runners help out a business owner
down on his luck? A simple adventure developed to give players a sense for how the
game plays. Pre-gens provided. Beginner and experienced players are welcome.
Adjustments made to the scenario as experience level dictates. Note: If participants have
already played this scenario we could swap in another.

● 1:00 PM
Shadowrun RPG Demo Spoiled Rotten
Some connections have put you in touch with Mr. Samson Strickland. His son has gone
missing, and he's not confident the police will pick up his trail on time. Simply find the kid
and get him back unharmed. What could possibly go wrong? A simple adventure
developed to give players a sense for how the game plays. Pre-gens provided. Beginner
and experienced players are welcome. Adjustments made to the scenario as experience
level dictates. Note: If participants have already played this scenario we could swap in
another.
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SUNDAY
● ALL DAY

Outland Games Playtesting - Scourge of the High Seas
Description TBD

Strategy Games with Bob!
Table 1: Empire Builder or Eurorails.
Table 2: Ticket to Ride.
Table 3: Players choice

● 10:00 AM

Shadowrun RPG Demo Food Fight
You're cold, wet, and hungry. But what's open this late? Welcome to the Stuffer Shack,
the twenty-four-hour castle of convenience shopping and high-caloric,
bad-for-your-arteries munchies. Play your cards right and you might even make it out
alive. A simple adventure developed to give players a sense for how the game plays.
Pre-gens provided. Beginner and experienced players are welcome. Adjustments made
to the scenario as experience level dictates. Note: If participants have already played
this scenario we could swap in another.

● 1:00 PM
Shadowrun RPG Demo Return to Sender
Your contact outlines his need to have an executive extracted from his company and
deposited into another one. Even has credentials to get you into the place. Sounds like a
cake walk, but perhaps the devil is in the details. A simple adventure developed to give
players a sense for how the game plays. Pre-gens provided. Beginner and experienced
players are welcome. Adjustments made to the scenario as experience level dictates.
Note: If participants have already played this scenario we could swap in another.
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